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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D E IR” be a domain, 0 E D, and Z, = [a, cc ), where a is a fixed real 
number. Let f~ C’(Z, x D, IF), f( t, 0) = 0. Consider the nonlinear system 
x’ =f(t, x) (1) 
and the perturbation g E C(Z, x D, Rn) such that 
for suitable functions Ai, 0 < ,Ii E C(Z,), (i = 1, . . . . p); oi E C( [0, co)) 
(i = 1, . . . . p) nondecreasing and positive functions on (0, 00) such that 
l/w, # L,((O, 11) and o,, ,/oi are nondecreasing functions on (0, co). 
We study the stability of the perturbed system 
y’=f(t, Y) + g(c YL 
knowing the stability of the variational systems 
(3) 
z’=fx(t, x(t, to, xo))z, (4) 
where x(t, to, x0) is the solution of (1) passing through the point 
(to, x0) E Z, x D. Thus, we prove that if system (4) (hence (1)) is uniformly 
Lipschitz stable (see [3]) then (3) is uniformly stable (see Theorem l), and 
if 
q(u) = uai, clib l, i = 1, . . . . p (5) 
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then (3) is also uniformly Lipschitz stable (see Theorem 2). Actually the 
results obtained are valid for stabilities more general than the uniform 
stability. Moreover they include most of the classical stabilities. For any of 
these types of stability, system (3) is also stable in the standard sense, and 
if (5) holds then (3) has the same stability as (1) (Theorem 2). In each 
result we prove the existence of the solution in the corresponding interval. 
2. BASIC FACTS 
The fundamental matrix qS(t, to, x0) of (4) such that &to, t,, x,,) = Id (the 
identity matrix) is given by 
4tt, to, x0) = & x(6 to, x0). 
0 
Let h be a positive, continuous, and bounded function on I,. 
DEFINITION 1. The null solution x E 0 of (1 ), or just (1 ), is said to be 
h-stable in variation if there is a positive constant K such that 
Id(t, to, x0)1 < Kh(t) h(to)-I, t>t,>a (6) 
for lxol small enough. 
DEFINITION 2. The null solution x = 0 of (1 ), or just (1 ), is said to be 
h-stable if there is a positive constant K such that 
I-$& to, x0)1 < Klxol h(t) Wo)-'3 t>t,aa (7) 
for lx01 small enough. 
Really, (1) is h-stable in variation if the variational system (4) is h-stable 
and Definition 1 implies Definition 2 (see [8,9]). Definitions 1 and 2 
include several classical definitions of stability such as exponential stability 
[2, 71 and Lipschitz stability [3]. 
We will also use the following fundamental theorem (Theorem 1, [12]). 
FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM. Let us assume the following two hypotheses. 
(H) The functions oi (i= 1, . . . . p) are continuous nonciecreasing on 
[0, co) and positive on (0, co) such that o~/cD-~ (i=2, . . . . p) are non- 
decreasing on (0, cc ). 
(H,) The functions u, Izi (i = 1, . . . . p) are continuous nonnegative on 
[a, b] and c is a positive constant. 
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u(t)<c+ f j’ii(S)Wi(U(S))dS, tE Ca, bl 
j=, a 
then 
for TV [a, b,], where 
(i) 
wiw=ju~~~ u > 0, 24j > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . . p, 
and W;’ is the inverse function of Wi; 
(ii) the functions (pi are defined by q+,(c) = c and 
cPi(c)= wi’[ wi(cPi-l(c)) + llAill~~l~ i = 1, 2, . . . . p; (8) 
(iii) b, E [a, b] is the largest number such that 
For some applications of this theorem see [46, l&12]. 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Now, we are in condition to establish some results about the stability of 
the perturbed system (3). 
THEOREM 1. Assume that (1) is h-stable in variation and that the pertur- 
bation g = g( t, y) is continuous on Z, x D such that 
Idt? Y)l G i ni(t)Wi(lYl), PEN 
i=l 
where 
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(H*) The functions oi (i= 1, . . . . p) satisfy condition (H) of the 
Fundamental Theorem, 
I 
l ds 
owi(s)=a’ 
(9) 
and there exist functions ri such that 
Oi(CrU) 6 ri(cl) Wi(U), a>o, uao. (10) 
(H:) 0 6 &E C(Z,) such that A,(t) rJh(t)) h(t)-’ E L,(Z,). 
Then, for 1 yOl small enough and t, E Z,, the solution y = y( t, t,, y,) of pertur- 
bed system (3) verifies 
I ytt, to, yo)l G 41 ~01) h(t) (t > to z a), 
where o(Iyol)-+O as lyol +O. 
Moreover, the perturbed system (3) is ordinary stable and if h(t) + 0 as 
t + co then (3) is asymptotically stable. 
Proof First, we remark that (9) implies 
cPi(“+)=o, i = 1, -.., p, 
where (pi is given by (8). 
By Alekseev’s formula [ 11, y(t) = y(t, to, yo) satisfies 
At) = 44 to, YO) + jt; 4th s, Y(S)) As, Y(S)) ds 
in its interval of definition [to, t,). Then (2), (6), and (7) imply 
IY(t)I GCIYOI h(t) h(to)-’ + E ch(t) J’ l,(s) h(s)-‘wi(Iy(s)I) ds, 
i=l 10 
and by (10) 
h(t)-’ Iy(t)l <c lyol NW’ + i c 5’ Us) riW)) h(s)pl 
i-1 IO 
X with(s)-’ I Y(s)I) ds. 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
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Now, we apply the Fundamental Theorem to u(t) = h(t) ’ 1 v(t)\ to 
obtain that for lyOl small enough, 
(14) 
for any CE [to, tI). Thus, if M=sup{h(t)/t~I,}, by (ll), for i=p- 1, we 
can choose lyol small enough such that 
h(c) w,-’ 
[ 
~,(cP,-,(~Y,~ h(r,)‘))+jf cW-‘~~(~ r,(W)) ds 
10 1 
G M4qc I Yol Wo)-‘1 (15) 
for all t > to. Therefore, if the ball {XE W/lx\ <r} c D, (11) implies that 
for 1 y,l small enough we have (p,,(c I y,lh(t,)-‘) < rM-‘. Then by (14) and 
(15), Iv(t, to, y,)l <r for any TV [to, tl). Hence for any fixed t E [to, tr), 
4(t, 3, Y(S)) g(s, y(s)) E b(Ct,, tl)). Thus lim,,,; y(f) = y(tl) exists and 
( y(t,)l < r. Then y(t,) E D and the solution y can be extended to the right 
of t,. Therefore, for any to 2 a and I y,l small enough, y = y(t, to, y,) is 
defined on the interval [to, co). Furthermore 
I At, to, Yo)l G h(t) (Pp(cI Yol Wo)r’) (16) 
for all t B to. 
Finally, the two conclusions about stability follow at once from (16) and 
(11) for i=p. 
Remark. This theorem extends a great part of the classical results on 
stability. The equations 
y’ = l(t) y2 and y’ = A(t) y1’3 
show that, in effect, Theorem 1 is not true for arbitrary initial conditions 
and that the stability cannot be assured if condition (9) fails. 
Although in general the perturbed system is not an h-system, it is one 
when (5) holds. 
THF~OREM 2. Assume that (1) is h-stable in variation and the perturbation 
g = g( t, y) is continuous on I, x D such that 
IAt, Y)l G i ni(f)lYlk’7 PEN 
i= 1 
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where ki> 1 (i= 1, . . . . p) are constants and 0 < li E C(Z,) (i = 1, . . . . p) such 
that Aihki-’ E L,(I,). Then the perturbed system (3) is also h-stable. 
Proof: Let o(u) = zP+ I and $(s)=W-‘[W(s)+a], ~20, a>O. We 
will prove that if s is small enough, then there exists a positive constant 
Ma 1 such that 
d(s) < Ms. (17) 
In fact, if m = 0, we have for all s > 0 
Ii/(s)= IV’[W(s)+a]=e”s. 
Ifm>O then W(U)= -u-“‘/m, u>O; W-l(u)=(-my)-l/m, v<O; and 
fj(S)= W-‘[W(s)+a]= 
C 
-m._S-m-ma 1 
- I/m 
m 
=s[l -msmtr]-l’m 
<MS 
for s small enough, where M> 1 is a constant. 
Iterative application of (17) implies that for 1 y,l small enough there 
exists a constant K> 1 such that 
Then the h-stability of the perturbed system (3) follows from the lost 
inequality and (16). 
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